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Which way to the dawn of speech?: Reanalyzing half a
century of debates and data in light of speech science
Louis-Jean Boë1*, Thomas R. Sawallis2*, Joël Fagot3,4, Pierre Badin1, Guillaume Barbier1,5,
Guillaume Captier6, Lucie Ménard7,8, Jean-Louis Heim9,10†, Jean-Luc Schwartz1

Recent articles on primate articulatory abilities are revolutionary regarding speech emergence, a crucial aspect of
language evolution, by revealing a human-like system of proto-vowels in nonhuman primates and implicitly through-
out our hominid ancestry. This article presents both a schematic history and the state of the art in primate vocalization
research and its importance for speech emergence. Recent speech research advances allowmore incisive comparison
of phylogeny and ontogeny and also an illuminating reinterpretation of vintage primate vocalization data. This review
produces three major findings. First, even among primates, laryngeal descent is not uniquely human. Second, laryn-
geal descent is not required toproduce contrasting formantpatterns in vocalizations. Third, livingnonhumanprimates
produce vocalizations with contrasting formant patterns. Thus, evidence now overwhelmingly refutes the long-
standing laryngeal descent theory, which pushes back “the dawn of speech” beyond ~200 ka ago to over ~20 Ma ago,
a difference of two orders of magnitude.
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INTRODUCTION
Full language is unique to and universal in humans, where it is univer-
sally transmitted by vocal speech. Animals do communicate in various
ways, includingwith vocal calls, but the structural complexity, flexibility,
and integration of speech and language in humans are vastly greater
than anything found in other species. Understanding the gulf between
the human and animal systems and specifically how themodernhuman
system, language, emerged evolutionarily through extinct hominins
from the lesser systems of our hominid ancestors has been called the
hardest problem in science (1). Our aim in this article is to present both
a schematic history and the state of the art in research on vocal com-
munication of nonhuman primates to better illuminate the emergence
of human speech—a limited but crucial component of the broader topic
of language emergence—by using a comparison of phylogeny and on-
togeny and to add a contribution that has only recently becomepossible.

The study of speech evolution is necessarily multidisciplinary, in-
volving at a minimum paleoanthropology, primatology, and speech
science, itself already a conglomeration of phonetics, anatomy, acous-
tics, human development, andmore. The long process of interweaving
these typically independent disciplines over such a complex research
problem to build a consensus will inevitably entail controversy as well
as progress, but analyzing scientific controversies before they are re-
solved allows us to observe “science in action” (2): how practicing re-
searchers collect data, develop hypotheses, advance interpretations,
and commit to them before theories reach a general consensus. The
nature and history of that interweaving is the foundation of this article.
We hope that readers will find it instructive to reflect on the paths and
processes involved.

Specifically, in the “The development of research in speech evolution
and the LDT” section, we present the beginnings of speech evolution
research with the laryngeal descent theory (LDT), which very strongly
affected the nature of research on this topic with its claim that only
modern humans could produce fully contrasting vowel qualities. In
the “LD is not uniquely human: Ethology, primatology, bioacoustics,
and primate and animal communication” section, we discuss how
ethology and primatology addressed primate communication within
the LDT framework yet progressively accumulated evidence incom-
patible with LDT. In the “Vowel qualities can contrast without a low
larynx: Fundamentals of speech acoustics” section, we explain themajor
elements of articulatory and acoustic analysis of speech production and
show how they strongly imply that laryngeal descent (LD) is not re-
quired to produce contrasting vowels. In the “Uniform tubes cannot
explain primate vocalizations: The acoustic capacities of nonhumanpri-
mates” section, we present a large amount of data on nonhuman pri-
mate vocalizations, showing that they do involve contrasting vowel
qualities. Last, in the “Lessons learned from the LD controversy” sec-
tion, we analyze the lessons learned and some new overall perspectives
on the problem of speech emergence.

More generally, our intent is to fully examine the current state of
knowledge about the evolutionary roots of human vowel production.
Here, we will not enter into the vigorous and important debates on other
aspects of language evolution, including syntax, lexicon, gesture, and
neurolinguistics, nor do we address other crucial aspects of speech, such
as consonants, phonological representations, syllabic organization,
speech perception, or neuromuscular control. At least two reasons jus-
tify our tight focus on vowel production: First, vowels are the core of
speech production and are required to effectively transmit consonantal
acoustics, which together enable a phonologically encoded lexicon,
which is then subject to syntax. Thus, vowel production enjoys logical
primacy, because no other aspect of spoken language has any utility un-
til the articulatory ability to produce vowels is established. Second,
LDT’s claim that only fully modern humans can produce contrasting
vowels has been argued as restricting all aspects of language emergence
to the past 200,000 years, thus bolstering claims of the flowering of full
human language within the past 100,000 to 70,000 years (3). If LDT is
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refuted, and contrasting vowel qualities were available earlier, that opens
for reexamination the time frames for emergence of all subsequent
aspects of language. Thus, in our view, these questions of vowel produc-
tion are not trivial, but foundational, for the field of language evolution.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF RESEARCH IN SPEECH
EVOLUTION AND THE LDT
Primate vocalizations have been understood for over a century as a cru-
cial element in the study of language emergence, and the LDT played a
foundational role in the organization and development of this field in
the past 50 years.

Why link speech emergence and primate vocalizations?
Comparativemethod is a standard tool in evolution research. Cognition
regarding the more abstract aspects of language has been studied by
comparisons with, for instance, birds, cetaceans, and dogs, as well as
nonhuman primates. However, the need for anatomical similarity
means that investigation of speech emergence can best be restricted
to our closer primate kin, the hominoids (apes) and cercopithecoids
(Old World monkeys).

As a basis of comparison, and given the suggestion that evolution
changed the hominin line faster than other primates (4), we can reason-
ably posit that the communicative behaviors of the other living primates
may be relics of behaviors shared by our last common ancestors (5).
Because communicative behavior does not fossilize, we can metaphor-
ically take their communication as fossils of prior communicative abil-
ities (6) and compare the vocal articulation, the acoustic results, and the
anatomical structures that enable them.

Neural anatomy and function, both central and peripheral, differ be-
tweenmodern humans and other living primates, but neurology is sub-
ordinate to physics in determining the sound production capacity of a
species’ anatomy, so anatomy and its acoustic effects are our focus.
Here, the fundamental difference is that our larynx is lower in the throat
(relative to the cervical vertebrae), opening up a large pharyngeal cavity.
For a half century, this difference was theorized to preclude the produc-
tion of contrasting vowel qualities by any but anatomically modern
Homo sapiens (AMHS) and thereby to restrict the emergence of
language until after their appearance, some ~200 thousand years (ka)
ago. Over the decades, objections and even controversy arose regarding
that dominant theory. We here aim to explain the steps whereby the
growing evidence from speech science techniques, by many other re-
searchers as well as our own team, slowly broke through that alleged
limit, showing the existence of proto-vowels and systemic precursors
of human speech in other living primates, thereby pushing back “the
dawn of speech” beyond ~200 ka ago to more than ~20 million years
(Ma) ago.

Pioneering work of Lieberman
Philip Lieberman, then at theHaskins Laboratories, was among the first
researchers to use the new techniques and concepts of themodern era of
speech science to study nonhuman vocalizations and,more generally, to
address the topic of speech emergence, and he did so in a truly pioneer-
ing fashion. He also did so with auspicious timing; by the 1950s, two
scientifically documented projects to teach speech and language to a
chimpanzee had failed [for a review, see (7)].
Methodological advances
From 1968 to 1971, Lieberman and his colleagues published several
groundbreaking articles using methodologies that, with technological
Boë et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3916 11 December 2019
updates, are still standard. To begin, Lieberman (8) recorded various
chimpanzee, gorilla, and rhesus macaque calls; analyzed their acoustics
with spectrograms (the standard tool for visualizing acoustic speech
analysis since the late 1940s); and then used the acoustic results tomake
inferences about their vocal tract (VT) anatomies and their anatomical
differences. A few years later, he and his colleagues used the samemeth-
odology to investigate human infant cries from birth to 4 days (9).

Next, Lieberman and colleagues (10) determined the shape of the
cavity in a nonhuman primate VT, at that time using plaster casts
and x-rays on a rhesus macaque. They used “a computer-implemented
model of the supralaryngeal vocal tract” to explore the degrees of free-
dom in the monkey’s articulation. This model allowed them to explore
the animal’s acoustic potential by simulating variations in its VT shape,
for comparison with the articulation and acoustics of humans.

Last, with Crelin (11), he used casts of fossil skulls to infer Neander-
thal VT anatomy and cavity shapes. These were extensively compared
to both adult and infant humans (Edmund Crelin was a specialist on
neonatal anatomy) and then used to estimate the Neanderthal acoustic
potential as had just been done with the rhesus macaque. Using Peterson
and Barney’s classic survey of human vowels (12), this potential was then
compared to human productions.

It bears noting that in these articles, Lieberman and his colleagues
covered the requisite foci for investigating human evolution: fossil
hominids, human growth and development, and living nonhuman
primates. However, the key innovation is that through both colleagues
and a framework that was multidisciplinary, he applied to these in-
vestigations classic speech science techniques that remain fundamental
today: acoustic signal analysis, anatomical description, and articulatory
and acoustic modeling.

Together, these studies represent an extremely powerful research
paradigm, drawn directly from the core understanding of speech sci-
ence, that articulatory information is transmitted in the acoustic speech
signal. Specifically, (i) from the recorded calls of live animals, one can
make anatomical inferences; (ii) from anatomical data on casts of extant
species, fossils, or cadavers, one can make acoustic inferences; and (iii)
by appropriate comparisons of anatomy and acoustics, one can make
extrapolations regarding both the ontogeny and the phylogeny of
speech.
Conclusions drawn
The conclusions drawn by Lieberman from these studies, taken
together, are as follows.
First

We can… infer that the energy concentrations in the spectrogram
of gorilla Kathy’s vocalization reflect the transfer function of her
supralaryngeal vocal tract in the schwa configuration. (8)

Our data indicate… that the nonhuman primates would not be
capable of producing human speech even if they had the requi-
site mental ability. Unlike man, the nonhuman primates do not
appear to change the shape of their supralaryngeal vocal tracts
by moving their tongues during the production of a cry. (8)

From analysis of acoustic calls and simulations drawn from VT
cadavers, Lieberman finds that outside modern human adults, ev-
idence is negligible for volitional deviation from a VT configured as
a uniform tube. A uniform tube has the same cross-sectional area from
one end to the other (i.e., from glottis to lips in a VT) and is typically
modeled as a cylinder. When adult humans vocalize through a VT
2 of 23
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configured as an approximately uniform tube, the result is the schwa,
/ə/, but in running speech, humans characteristically use precise tongue,
jaw, and lip gestures to achieve nonuniform VT configurations. These
allow production of all the vowels dispersed through human articulato-
ry space and documented since the 1880s in the International Phonetic
Alphabet (IPA) (13). The claim by Lieberman is thus that only humans
have the capacity to modify their VT shape and the corresponding
acoustic resonances (14), while all other primates would produce only
a schwa-like vocalization in the center of the vowel spacewith little to no
capacity for such modification.
Second,

[T]he rhesus monkey is inherently incapable of producing the
range of human speech.… The nonhuman primates lack a pha-
ryngeal region like man’s, where the cross-sectional area contin-
ually changes during speech. The inability of apes to mimic
human speech (Kellogg, 1968) is thus an inherent limitation of
their vocal mechanisms. (10)

The analysis of primate VT shapes leads Lieberman to relate the
human ability to articulate contrasting vowels to the large pharyngeal
cavity, which is the main anatomical distinction between human
adults and the others investigated. Crucially, the phylogeny of AMHS
included LD, where the laryngeal cartilages and the glottis separated
from the hyoid bone and moved lower (relative to the cervical verte-
brae), thus creating a substantial vertical cavity where there had been
very little. Tongue movements were capable of changing the cross-
sectional area of the pharynx and also affecting the cross section of
the preexisting oral cavity. This form and relation between oral and
pharyngeal cavities were alleged to distinguish humans from other
primates by enabling the full acoustic space, and specifically /i a u/,
the most extreme vowels in the space, for the first time. These vowels
(also termed point vowels) mark the boundaries of the vowel systems
in all human languages, as noted in the IPA system and verified in
the UPSID (UCLA Phonological Segment Inventory Database)
database of several hundred representative human languages (15).
Thus, the high larynx and resulting small pharynx of other primates
as compared to humans would prevent them from producing these
crucial articulatory and acoustic landmarks, which Lieberman finds
to be absent from the restricted vowel space of the rhesus macaque.
Third,

Newborn human infants, like nonhuman primates, do not
execute any maneuvers of their supralaryngeal vocal tracts dur-
ing vocalizations except for gross laryngeal maneuvers. The
shape of their supralaryngeal vocal tract appears to approximate
a uniform cross-section, schwalike, configuration. (9)

The newborn infant, like a nonhuman primate, thus lacks a
pharyngeal region that can vary its cross-sectional area. …
[T]he newborn infant, like the nonhumanprimates, is restricted
by the limitations of his vocal apparatus. (9)

Lieberman and his coauthors note that recordings of newborns re-
semble those of nonhuman primates, in that they present the schwa-like
pattern of formants (amplified regions in the spectra) typical of a
uniform tube articulation. From an anatomical point of view, AMHS
infants also share the high larynx and small pharynx of living non-
human primates, with a larynx in the standard mammalian position
Boë et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3916 11 December 2019
(16), implying that they, like those primates, should be unable to ar-
ticulate the requisite /i a u/ for speech. They would attain this capac-
ity over the course of development, but only in late childhood, after a
notable lowering of the larynx. Later, following anatomical work
by others (17, 18), but without detailing clear acoustic justification,
Lieberman further specified (19–21) that the horizontal oral and ver-
tical pharyngeal cavities of the supralaryngeal VT (often termed SVTh
and SVTv) must be proportioned about equally, a 1:1 SVTh/SVTv
ratio, for fully human speech.
Fourth,

We have previously determined by means of acoustic analysis
that Newborn humans, like nonhuman primates, lack the ana-
tomical mechanism that is necessary to produce articulate
speech. … We can now demonstrate that the skeletal features
of Neanderthal man show that his supralaryngeal vocal appa-
ratus was similar to that of a Newborn human. … It appears
that the ontological development of the vocal apparatus in
Man is a recapitulation of his evolutionary phylogeny. (11)

Lieberman and Crelin reconstructed the Neanderthal VT and
determined that the larynx was still high. This gave Neanderthals
a VT structure similar to that of newborns and would leave them
equally unable to articulate the requisite /i a u/ for speech. This was
confirmed through articulatory modeling and acoustical analysis,
as had been done for rhesus macaque. Moreover, this led them to
find human phylogeny to be reflected in AMHS ontogeny and further
confirmed that only AMHS adults were fully capable of speech.
Fifth,

The data suggest that speech cannot be viewed as an overlaid
function that makes use of a vocal tract that has evolved solely
for respiratory and deglutitious purposes; the skeletal evidence
of human evolution shows a series of changes from the primate
vocal tract that may have been, in part, for the purpose of gen-
erating speech. (8)

The human speech-output mechanism thus should be viewed
as part of man’s species-specific language endowment. (10)

The global thrust of these papers is that LD is required for speech,
but howdoes that fit with human evolutionmore broadly?As a skeptic
of speech “as an overlaid function,” Lieberman seems in 1968 to op-
pose explaining speech by what later became known as “exaptation”
(22), the use of an anatomical structure for a function other than that
for which it was developed by natural selection. That is, because
speech could not be accomplished with the structures meant for res-
piration and nourishment, speech had to be recent because it had to
wait for LD to occur in AMHS. Then, in 1969, he adds that speech is
required for language; thus, without the universal point vowels /i a u/
to mark the full human vowel space, there could not be full human
speech, and without speech, there could be no full human language.
In particular, language could not have emerged earlier than speech nor
speech earlier than LD, so emergence of both speech and language
must have occurred recently, after LD as a component of the emer-
gence of AMHS, which has generally been thought to date to about
200 ka ago.

These appear to us as the core of Lieberman’s claims: that human
infants, nonhuman primates, and pre-AMHS hominids can only
3 of 23
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produce schwa-like vowels, while AMHS adults alone can articulate
the full array of vowels because of the 1:1 ratio of SVTh and SVTv
resulting from their descended larynx and large pharynx, and that
the key steps in phylogeny occurred with LD first, speech emergence
next, and then language emergence.
LDT: Dissemination and influence
With a protocol solidly based on acoustic and anatomical observations,
with marked advances through pioneering articulatory-acoustic
modeling and with strong claims in the important topic of speech evo-
lution, Lieberman’s conclusions became a touchstone, accepted as essen-
tially fact, and came to be commonly referred to as laryngeal descent
theory (LDT). It was taught in textbooks and routinely disseminated
in publications on the origin of language and seemed so evident that
it was taken as canonical, even axiomatic. It was taken by scientists as
explaining the failure to teach speech and language to home-raised
chimpanzees. As documented below, researchers tended to overlook
criticism of his conclusions, even serious arguments regarding articula-
tory capabilities of Neanderthals (23–25) or infants (26, 27), because
these arguments could be discounted as tangential to the core of the
theory, the vocalizations of nonhuman primates. Moreover, although
LDT generally lacked support from speech researchers (see below),
the LDT became an early foundational tenet of a complex school of
thought claiming a recent, sudden, and simultaneous appearance of
speech and language in AMHS (3). In our view (28, 29), LDT is a
paradigmatic example of a “contagious idea” understandable through
the “epidemiology of representations” framework developed in anthro-
pology and cognitive sciences by Sperber (30, 31) to explain how some
theories spread more quickly and broadly than others, sometimes
before the formation of any consensus on their scientific validity:

A certain number of researchers were convinced [of LDT] by
the simplicity of the reasoning, its coherence, and its explana-
tory power, showing the parallel of ontogeny and phylogeny
while contrasting [modern] humans both with Neanderthals
and apes, and this in spite of its [LDT’s] high implausibility:
women have a distinctly higher larynx than men, but they easily
contrast [i a u]. (28)

Years of silence
Adecade elapsed after the foundational articles in the LDT (1968–1971)
before further “speech-oriented” studies appeared regarding non-
humanprimate vocalizations for several reasons. First, the theory itself
explicitly denied the possibility of spectral differentiation of vocaliza-
tions outside modern humans, which naturally demotivated research-
ers from doing analyses to find any in other primates. The LDT also
provided support for those advancing gesture, not speech, as the origin
of language (32–34).

Next, such studies present well-known practical problems: Acous-
tical analysis of recordingsmade in the field is quite challenging because
of the weak signal-to-noise ratio, and laryngeal function is less stable in
monkeys and apes than in human speech and so presents a noisier,
harsher structure and makes formant measurement difficult (6, 35, 36).

Last, the technology available for the analyses was underpowered.
Manual production of analog spectrograms with visual determination
of formants and fundamental frequencies (i.e., the vocal fold vibration
rate) was both time consuming and imprecise. Linear predictive coding
(LPC) analysis (37), the modern alternative to traditional sound spec-
trography (see the “Vowel qualities can contrast without a low larynx:
Fundamentals of speech acoustics” section), became common in speech
Boë et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3916 11 December 2019
analysis in the late 1970s, but it took another 10 years before it was
adopted in ethology, bioacoustics, primatology, and animal communi-
cation. Moreover, the central notion of formants, advanced not only by
Lieberman (8) but also by Andrew (38) and Richman (39) for the study
of nonhuman primates, was “virtually ignored in work with nonhuman
species” (40). It was 1988 before formant detection with LPC was used
for characterizing vervet alarm calls (40) and then later for gorilla dou-
ble grunts (41) and rhesus macaque coos and screams (42). LPC finally
became more common when used as of the late 1990s to extract for-
mant values while investigating the correlation between VT length
(VTL) and body size in macaques and baboons (43–45).

One can imagine that progress might have been faster if the evolu-
tion of speech examined within the framework of animal communica-
tion had involved more phoneticians, but ironically, the speech science
community mainly stayed silent on the topic. The principal exception
was Ohala (46, 47), whose insightful but controversial work from an
ethological viewpoint, presented below, attracted little response.
LD IS NOT UNIQUELY HUMAN: ETHOLOGY, PRIMATOLOGY,
BIOACOUSTICS, AND PRIMATE AND ANIMAL COMMUNICATION
Researchers beyond the speech community continued to work on
animal communication as related to primate vocalization while accept-
ing (at least provisionally) the LDT and concentrating their work along
several major themes, which bear discussion.

Research in ethology
Animal communication is research worthy on its own merits, and bio-
acousticians were making important strides there through the work of
their leading scholar, Marler [e.g., see (48)] and others. These touched
on the use of vocal and other communication for classic ethological
concerns such asmating, food, aggression, territorial defense, and social
rank. Because Lieberman’s work had apparently closed the door to re-
search on human-like speech in living species, primatologists with in-
terests in vocal communication fell back on studies with traditional
ethological themes, sometimes incorporating theoretical concepts and
technological processes from speech science according to their interests,
abilities, and needs.

Marler (49) suggested that animal cries were more than expression
of emotion and that they had symbolic content. In the wild, various
monkey species produce different calls in response to different situa-
tions or objects. These calls have been termed functionally semantic
or functionally referential because the calls elicit the same behavioral
response from hearers as they would have given had they personally
experienced the same stimulus as the callers. For instance, alarm calls
that differentiate between terrestrial and aerial predators elicit the ap-
propriate differing defensive responses, even from those who cannot see
the predator, as shown by playback experiments. The details of these
studies have been extensively reviewed, but their implications are still
under debate [for a recent review, see (50)].

Vervets have provided the classic example of alarm call differentia-
tion since Struhsaker (51) first documented that different predators elic-
ited different alarm calls. A variety of observational and experimental
studies subsequently investigated whether those calls “refer” to preda-
tors similarly to the way human vocabulary involves semantic reference
to objects and situations (40, 52–54). The apparent referential quality
leads Riede and Zuberbühler (45) to suggest that “formant modulation
is the result of active vocal filtering used by the monkeys to encode se-
mantic information.”
4 of 23
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The evidence for acoustic-semantic relationships in Diana monkey
and vervet alarm calls and vocalizationswas based initially and partly on
perceptual evidence of playback experiments. As for acoustic analysis of
vocalizations, one of the first, on vervet calls (55), showed the method-
ological difficulties of detecting formants. Owren and Bernacki (40)
characterized these calls as “relatively inaccessible to spectrographic
examination due to their noisy broadband structure” and therefore
used themore powerful LPC analysis for their spectral measures of ver-
vet alarm calls, apparently the first use of LPC on primate vocalizations.

None of these studies directly refer to LDT, butwewill see below that
a number of thempointedly remark that some of the vocalizations stud-
ied present clear acoustic evidence of differences in VT form that would
permit the production of “phonetic contrasts.”

Multiparametric discrimination: Characterizing the
repertoire of vocalizations
We have noted a number of primate communication studies, similar
among themselves in selecting a set of around 10 time- or frequency-
domain parameters as entry points for acoustic analysis. These acoustic
data then serve as input for a discriminant function analysis, with results
generally projected on a two-dimensional (2D) plot with the two
leading discriminant function analysis axes. The acoustic parameters
used as foundation often involve duration, mean fundamental fre-
quency (F0), frequency range, mean deviation of the peak frequency,
distribution of frequency amplitude of quartiles, and presence or ab-
sence of noise. This experimental design, with similar acoustic param-
eters, has also been used to study human speech, for instance, with the
goal of detecting emotions in vocal productions [e.g., (56, 57)]. In gen-
eral, the approach is well adapted to categorizing signals that can be
sorted into a limited number of predefined sets, as is the case sorting
primate vocalizations (e.g., grunts, barks, and screams for baboons)
according to ethologically distinct situations of behavior and commu-
nication (58, 59).

Such a designwas used by Fischer and colleagues (60) on the barks of
female chacma baboons to look for variation correlating with context,
predator type, and individuality. In Guinea baboons, Maciej and col-
leagues (61) found six call types, two distinct categories of screams and
two of grunts, as well as barks and wahoos. In their study of black
howler monkeys (Alouatta pigra), Briseño-Jaramillo et al. (62) found
that the two-component space of their discriminant analysis showed
clusters corresponding to nine call types comparable to those found
in prior studies. Benítez et al. (63) analyzed thewahoos ofmale geladas
(Theropithecus gelada) during ritual chases with rival males. Their dis-
criminant analysis showed the wahoos can be used by other geladas to
assess the qualities of a potential rival or a potential mate.

These studies are all implicitly external to the question of LD.While
they are entirely based on acoustic measurements, including spectral
data, they neither explicitly address the filter function of the VT nor
refer to formants and nor consider whether differences found in the
acoustic spectrum might stem from different VT configurations. We
can nonetheless infer that this is the case, because the authors success-
fully categorize primate vocalizations using acoustic parameters includ-
ing the spectrum.

A new proposal: LD for body size signaling
In 1984, Ohala (46), a leading scholar in phonology and phonetics with
interests in ethological aspects of communication, hypothesized that a
set of “disparate phenomena” from speech, language, and human and
animal biology is related through an underlying “frequency code.” He
Boë et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3916 11 December 2019
notes a variety of effects that can signal a human individual’s potential
dominance or cooperativity in an interaction, including sexual dimor-
phism of VT anatomy, which is essentially absent until puberty. There-
after, an extra bout of LD lengthens the male’s VT another 15 to 20%,
resulting in lower resonance frequencies. He takes this as evidence
against three proposed explanations for LD (adaptation to upright bi-
pedalism, adaptation to reduced prognathism—i.e., shorter “snout”—
and, pertinent here, adaptation for speech and language) for three
reasons: First, females have no speech deficit associated with their less
descended larynx. Second, the males’ final LD coincides not with any
increased need for speech but with the start of competition formates, as
is the case for sexual dimorphism in most other species. Third, many
species without upright posture, with snouts, and without language or
speech have similar sexual dimorphism of the VT, including gorillas,
howler monkeys, elephant seals, various birds, and, most spectacularly,
the bird of paradise, which has ~80 cm of trachea coiled in its ~25-cm
body. ForOhala, this is evidence pointing to LDnot as an adaptation for
speech as claimed by LDT but as one manifestation of a cross-species
recognition that lower frequencies signal larger vocalizers and higher
frequencies signal smaller vocalizers—the “frequency code” as size sig-
naler. This signal is then indirectly associated with various essentially
ethological meanings involving threat, social rank, and interaction in-
tent, each meriting appropriate investigation.

In 1997, Fitch (43) confirmed part of Ohala’s hypothesis, showing
that formant frequencies allow estimation of bothVTL and body size in
rhesus macaques from 1 to 9 years old. He disagreed with Ohala,
though, that the evidence refuted Lieberman’s claims:

Although Ohala initially offered this proposal as a refutation of
Lieberman’s “phonetic expansion” hypothesis [Ohala, 1984], the
two are compatible, with size exaggeration providing a pre-
adaptation for the evolution of speech. (64)

Meanwhile, although researchers continued to consider that non-
human primates were incapable of producing differentiated vowel
qualities, they began in the early 2000s to present evidence that LD
was not “uniquely human” and thus to challenge the idea that it
was both necessary and sufficient for the emergence of speech. Perma-
nently descended larynges were documented first in deer (65) and
soon thereafter inMongolian gazelles (66), in a variety of felid species
(67), and eventually in chimpanzees (68) and other primates (69).
Berthommier et al. (6) proposed a global portrait of comparative
data on larynx height and larynx descent in human and nonhuman
primates. Fitch (70) discovered and documented a more widespread
process of dynamic, temporary lowering of larynx, hyoid, and tongue
root in a similarly diverse set of mammals: goats, dogs, pigs, and
cotton-top tamarins.

Of course, any putative need of LD for speech and then language
does not explain its presence in these diversemammal species. Themost
important hypothesis in that regard holds that body size exaggeration
provides the selective impetus for LD. Fitch’s expansion (64) of Ohala’s
original suggestion (46) is paraphrased by Rendall et al. as:

Fitch argues that a descended larynx lengthens the vocal tract,
thereby lowering the formant frequencies and signaling larger
body size, with attendant advantages in social competition. …
In short, humans’ descended larynx reflects a history of sustained
selection for reliable body-size cuing, and its descended position
was only secondarily co-opted for a language function. (71)
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Fitch eventually concludes that dynamic LD is characteristic of all
mammalia and generalizes this ability explicitly to our hominid ances-
try, to chimpanzees (our closest living relative), and, implicitly, much
further. He also makes explicit the pertinent inference regarding pre-
human VTs and abilities:

[E]ven the earliest vocalizing hominids could attain a vocal tract
configuration adequate for producing many clear, comprehensi-
ble phonemes by simply doingwhat allmammals do: reconfigur-
ing the vocal anatomy while vocalizing. (72)

Body size exaggeration would thus have selected for LD, whether
permanent or dynamic, in many mammals, including hominids,
where it was then available for exaptation for speech. Researchers
working on this idea are not studying speech phenomena per se but
“vocal features evolutionarily linked to expression of body size and sex
(fundamental and formant frequencies)” (5), and this new paradigm is
epistemologically distinct. In this paradigm, VTL is the key to animal
communication as an individualized indicator of size and weight
(64, 71), whether honest or exaggerated (73, 74).

This proposal rests on a foundation of hypotheses, demonstrations,
and corroborations regarding the central role played by formants in
animal communication. In contrast with previous studies where
parallels with linguistics are evident, these studies present similarities
with forensic speech analysis, such as the estimation of talker body
size and height from recordings. While these concerns are not cen-
tral to speech communication per se, they contribute to progress in
studies on speech evolution by bringing the attention of animal com-
munication researchers to the acoustics of formants, a key parameter
in speech. The important findings obtained with this new paradigm
are as follows:

1) Animal communication researchers recognized that the spectral
maxima in primate vocalizations are simply formants. This affirms the
formant detections of Lieberman (8, 10) and subsequent early studies
(38, 39) and is further buttressed by later formant measurements made
to estimate VTL. The spectral patterns of baboon grunts are sufficiently
similar to vowels in speech that Owren et al. (44) and Rendall (75) term
them vowel-like, even without the stable voicing and fundamental fre-
quency that are characteristic of full vowels.

2) Primates perceive differences between signals with contrasting
formant structures (52, 76–80), and replay studies using resynthesized
calls with controlled formant variations show that they precisely
monitor formant modifications (81).

3) VTL and body size (height and/or weight) are related, but the
relation is not straightforward. They correlate in macaques from 1 to
9 years (43), in humans from 2 to 25 years (17), and in mammals gen-
erally (82). However, Rendall et al. (71) later tested the relation between
vocalizations and body size using human vowels and “the vowel-like
grunts of baboons, whose phylogenetic proximity to humans and simi-
lar vocal production biology and voice acoustic patterns recommend
them for such comparative research” in an approach using “body size
and voice-acoustic allometry.” Notable among Rendall et al.’s
conclusions: that there is a “mismatch between F0 and body size in both
species” (71) and that “[i]n humans, formant variation is correlated sig-
nificantly with speaker height but only in males and not in females”
(71). Last, Hatano et al. (83) measured VTL directly in magnetic
resonance images (MRIs) of adults and found that while there were
weak correlations between VTL and formant frequencies, neither re-
veals body size, as VTL does not correlate significantly with body size
Boë et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3916 11 December 2019
once full adult stature is attained, so “the vocal tract length does not
reflect the body height.”

In brief, while research continues, the evidence currently seems to
support Ohala’s contention that LD in humans is simply one instance
of size signaling for ethological reasons. As such, it occurs inmany spe-
cies and is not, as LDT claims, a uniquely human adaptation for speech.

Vowel quality differences interpreted as
articulatory maneuvers
Over the course of the years, studies sporadically produced evidence
that was recognized as inexplicable under LDT’s claim that primate
VTs were restricted to schwa-like configurations. Early on, Richman
(39) had presented spectrograms showing that geladas could produce
a wide variety of vocalic and consonantal contrasts similar to those of
speech. However, the lack of anatomical details about the recorded
monkeys and of any statistical data about the acoustics made the results
seem anecdotal or prospective.

In 1984, Seyfarth and Cheney (55) noted that vervets produce spec-
trally differentiated grunts in four different social contexts and poten-
tially for different social purposes. Then, in 1988, Owren and Bernacki
(40) gave evidence of “phonetic contrasts” between vervet snake and
eagle alarm calls. They attribute these contrasts to VT shape modifica-
tion, contrary to Lieberman’s predictions (84) that contrasts would be
found, but due to laryngeal source characteristics or nonoral cavities
(i.e., air sacs). Owren and Bernacki conclude that

Our findings, together with Seyfarth and Cheney’s [1984] data,
raise the possibility that vervets may also routinely manipulate
vocal tract resonance characteristics during call production. (40)

In 1993, Hauser et al. (85) analyzed audio and video recordings
of rhesus monkeys and found evidence of articulatory movements of
the jaw and of both opening and protrusion of the lips, all causing for-
mant variation indicating nonuniformVT configurationswell beyond
what had been predicted by LDT. Shortly thereafter, Owren et al. (44)
found that, while their study found little evidence of active formant
manipulation, “the adult female baboon vocal tract is not entirely
uniform over its length and can therefore not be exactly matched by
an idealized straight-tube resonator.”

Together, these studies tend to show that both apes and monkeys
modify their VT configurations via articulatory movements that tend
to dissociate the spectral patterns (formants) from the characteristics
of the laryngeal source (86). Still, an important threshold for theory is
crossedwhenRiede andZuberbühler (45) suggest thatDianamonkeys
use formant transitions in alarm calls to encode semantic information,
as humans do in diphthongs, glides, and transitions between vowels and
consonants. They are undoubtedly studying the vocalization of non-
human primates as though it were speech, as is emphasized by their
comparison of the alarm call’s formants to those of human vowels ana-
lyzed by Lee et al. (87) in adult males and in 10 to 12 year olds, whose
VTL is comparable to those of Dianamonkeys. From radioimaging and
dissections, Riede et al. (88) then propose a simplified (three-tube + lips)
productionmodel and various articulatorymovements, including of the
jaw, to simulate the formant transitions observed in Diana monkeys’
leopard alarm calls. Contrary to LDT predictions, they conclude:

Diana monkey leopard alarm calls… overlap substantially with
the /a/ vowel and the /o/ vowel F1/F2-range of a 10 to 12 years old
child with a similar vocal tract length (88).
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Larynx in Neanderthals
Lieberman’s reconstruction of the Neanderthal VT was challenged
by numerous researchers. The criticisms centered on the position
of the hyoid bone, which was very high relative to the jaw, and
would have left it difficult, if not impossible, to either lower the jaw:

In this position digastrics can only pull jaw up and back into depth
of glenoid fossa; force-couple action on jaw is impossible! (24)

or to swallow:

The reconstructed hyoid bone has been placed in a position un-
like that occupied by hyoid bones of newborn humans, adult
humans, stillborn chimpanzees or adult chimpanzees. In any la-
ryngeal reconstruction, the function of swallowingmust be taken
into account. The ability of the reconstructed Neanderthal to
swallow is discussed in light of a comparative analysis of swallow-
ing in man and the chimpanzee. It is concluded that the
statement that Neanderthal was less than fully articulate remains
unsubstantiated because it rests on a questionable reconstruction
of the larynx. (23)

This topic was addressed in detail by Boë et al. (89). Their study
capitalized on a previous publication byHonda andTiede (90) analyz-
ing biometric orofacial data from MRIs of modern human subjects.
Honda and Tiede showed a statistical relationship between three basic
descriptors of the orofacial anatomy: (i) the palatal distance between
two reference points on the palate (the anterior and posterior nasal
spines), which also provided a reference “palatal line”; (ii) the oral cav-
ity height, defined as the distance between the lowest point of theman-
dible (gnathion) and the palatal line; and (iii) the larynx height (LH)
defined as the distance between larynx (arytenoid apex) and the palatal
line. Thus, for modern humans, the larynx position can be predicted
from the other reference points.

While the arytenoid is not preserved in fossils, the other reference
points are hence the proposal by Honda and Tiede (90) that the LH
could be estimated from the visible nasal spines and gnathion on skulls
of archaic humans such as Neanderthals. In line with this proposal,
Boë et al. (89) first tested and validated the correlations provided by
Honda and Tiede with larger databases (measurements from
midsagittal x-rays of Egyptian and South American mummies, cour-
tesy of theMusée de l’Homme, Paris). Then, they applied themethod
to predict LH for the skulls of twomale adult Neanderthals, LaChapelle-
aux-Saints and La Ferrassie 1 (91), dated in the range of 45,000 to
70,000 years. Both the cranium base and the mandible were pre-
served in these two fossils. From the LH estimation, Boë and colleagues
computed the LH index (LHI) defined as the ratio of LH and palatal
distance (similar, though not identical, to the SVTh/SVTv ratio previ-
ously discussed). Theywere able to show that the LHI values for the two
Neanderthal skulls were within the range of variation of LHI values for
AMHS subjects. Because of prognathism (a more protruding “snout”),
the LHI value is less than 1 in Neanderthals and similar to the ratio in
10-year-old AMHS children. Comparable results were obtained with a
similar technique by Barney et al. (92).

These converging studies suggest that larynx position was essen-
tially identical in Neanderthals and AMHS and thus that there is no
anatomical basis for suggesting that LD was needed to provide
AMHS with phonetic abilities unavailable to Neanderthals. Be-
cause of their extinction, of course, it is hard to imagine direct proof
Boë et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3916 11 December 2019
that Neanderthals used the point vowels /i a u/, but the evidence
here raises serious doubts about Lieberman and Crelin’s argument
(11) that Neanderthals lacked the requisite “anatomical bases” for
speech.

To sum up the “LD is not uniquely human: Ethology, primatology,
bioacoustics, and primate and animal communication” section, over the
course of about 35 years, sufficient evidence accumulated to finally lead
primatologists to explicitly question or even abandon LDT and to start
to map out the implications of that shift for speech evolution. Anthro-
pologists’ opinions also evolved concerning larynx position in Nean-
derthals. Next, we discuss some of the methodologies that speech
science brings to that discussion.
VOWEL QUALITIES CAN CONTRAST WITHOUT A LOW LARYNX:
FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH ACOUSTICS
In a recent handbook on animal bioacoustics, Fitch and Suthers (93)
discuss the difficulties biologists encounter trying to adapt the principles
andmethods of speech research to study animal communication. As an
advanced introduction to the topic and to subsequent discussion, we
aim in this section to present certain fundamentals of speech produc-
tion, VT modeling from birth to adulthood, and vowel system organi-
zation that we have found crucial for the analysis of primate
vocalizations. Many of these ideas are detailed further in classic text-
books [e.g., (94, 95)].

Let us note that thematerial we present consists also of concepts and
methods developed over more than two decades of work by multiple
overlapping international multidisciplinary teams (including research-
ers in phonetics and vowel universals, VT modeling, acoustic speech
processing, anatomy, genetics, VT ontogeny, speech development,
paleo- and physical anthropology, primatology, and cognition),
linking a core group atGIPSA-lab inGrenoble, France, with researchers
from many different laboratories. This multidisciplinary collaboration
was necessary to reopen the doors to lines of inquiry and research on the
emergence of speech that had been effectively barred by the consensus
around LDT.

Source-filter theory
The acoustic spectrum and formant structure of the speech signal
were made visible by the spectrograph (96) and then readable by
the acoustic theory of speech production (97), the two combining
to reveal the relationship between formants and certain key aspects
of the VT configurations. This section explains the core of that the-
ory and its instantiation in modern articulatory-acoustic research
on speech.
Principles
Fant’s acoustic theory of speech production (97) is also known as the
source-filter theory because it explains speech sounds as arising from
glottal vibration as a source signal, which is then modified by the VT
as a filter (with the simplifying assumption that minor interactions be-
tween the glottal source and the VT are discounted). The speech signal
in typical vowels (i.e., voiced oral vowels) comes from the expiratory
airflow that initiates or maintains periodic modulation by the aerody-
namic effects of its passage through the glottis (the gap between the vo-
cal folds). That source signal is a plane wave thatmoves from the glottis,
through the VT, and out at the lips. It is spectrally simple, with the
energy decreasing rapidly up the F0’s harmonics (successive multiples
of F0, the vocal folds’ frequency of vibration). The VT transforms the
acoustic spectrum supplied by the laryngeal source and redistributes its
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spectral energy by filtering it according to the resonance characteristics
implied by the VT’s configuration.

Acoustic theory allows determination of the VT’s filter characteris-
tics through several analytical steps. First, because the VT is a bent non-
uniform tube, the VTLmust be evaluated in 2D along the VT’s median
line in the midsagittal plane, from the glottis to the lips. MRI [e.g. (98)]
has replaced lateral radiography and tomography [e.g., (97)] for this
step. Then, the transverse cross-sectional area, the third dimension of
the VT, is sampled in planes perpendicular to and along that median
line. These sampled areas are reconstituted as “stacked” cylinders
aligned axially on their centers, resulting in a straight tube with variable
sections [the acoustic effects of straightening are negligible; (99)], which
is acoustically equivalent to the VT. Plotting those areas gives the area
function, specifying the cross-sectional area of each cylindrical element
as a function of its distance from the glottis.

From that area function—which is an acoustically sufficient 3D rep-
resentation of the VT—Fant’s theory enables calculation of the acoustic
transfer function, which quantifies the filter that the VT applies to the
glottal source. The amplified regions in the resulting spectrum are
termed formants, labeled Fn and numbered from low to high frequen-
cies (F1 the lowest, F2 next, etc.). They are the key to contrasting vowel
qualities in human speech (specifically, the first three formants, F1-F3,
characterize the contrasting vowels of human speech, acoustically for
researchers and perceptually for listeners). Formants can also be
calculated indirectly froma recorded speech signal, either by visual anal-
ysis of a classic spectrogram or through digital processing using fast
Boë et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3916 11 December 2019
Fourier transform or, as we discuss below, LPC analysis. The analytical
keys to the source-filter theory are illustrated in Fig. 1 (presented right to
left, in keeping with the century-plus convention in phonetics of
presenting the sagittal section from its left, a convention we follow
throughout this paper).

Source-filter theory has beenwidely adopted for research onmammal
vocalizations and, more generally, for bioacoustics (40, 93, 100, 101).
Because the spectral energy in human speech rolls off sharply as fre-
quency rises (as noted above), detection of F4 is uncertain and that of
higher formants is rare. In other primates, though, researchers typically
detect F6 (43) and higher, sometimes up to F12 (102). This is possible
because the glottal source signal in primate vocalization is regularly very
rich up to the high spectral frequencies.
Formant extraction by LPC
LPCwas developed in the late 1960s [see (37) for historical perspectives]
and became common in speech research during the 1970s to allow es-
timation of the VT transfer function directly from the speech signal.
While themathematical details and LPC’s specific strengths, difficulties,
and limits are beyond our scope here [see (103, 104), or (105) for differ-
ent treatments of those aspects], LPC exploits the redundancy in the
signal by using a sequence of samples of the digitized signal to predict
the subsequent samples. This method has the advantage of separately
calculating the rapid changes attributable to the laryngeal source from
the slower changes in resonance patterns (i.e., formants) due to move-
ment of the VT. This makes it essentially parallel to the source-filter
theory (97) in separating the effects of the glottal source from the VT
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Fig. 1. Source-filter theory. Interpreting vowel spectra as the result of the transformation, by the VT, of the glottal source . (A) Source. Top: view from above on the
vocal folds; bottom: spectrum of the glottal source signal, with high amplitude in low frequencies. (B) Filter. Top: sagittal section of the VT, with the median line (dotted)
where VTL is calculated; middle: VT’s area function; bottom: VT’s acoustic transfer function; black: calculated from the area function; red: extracted by LPC analysis from
speech signal. (C) Radiated sound. Top: classic spectrogram of a synthesized vowel, showing formants and their peak frequencies over time [here calculated by Praat
(171)]; bottom: vowel’s acoustic spectrum, whose amplitude envelope (dotted line) is imposed on the source signal by the VT transfer function.
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as a resonating filter and gives it its power as a tool to isolate and specify
formant values. Note, however, that to use LPC successfully, the user
must specify the number of formants expected in the signal. Years of
experience with LPC have taught researchers to manage these settings
for the different talkers and various vowels of human speech, but the
settings are difficult to determine for primate vocalizations, and we
are just beginning the long effort to master them (35). It is perhaps
for this reason that, as we will see later, animal communication research
did not incorporate LPC analysis until the late 1980s, about two decades
after its appearance in speech research.

Relating VT shapes to acoustic resonances
Tubes, cavities, constrictions, and acoustic resonances
VT shapes are spectrally characterized by their acoustic resonances (for-
mants) so that every variation in VT configuration produces variations
in the spectrum and in the resulting formant pattern. Contrary to
Lieberman’s reasoning in his founding papers, the set of formants
achievable by a given acoustic tube does not depend directly on the an-
atomical structures defining its shape (i.e., the oral and pharyngeal cav-
ities) butmainly on its length and the arrangement of acoustic “cavities”
and “constrictions” along that length, as will be discussed now.

As a principle, speech science has known at least since Fant (97) that
production of vowels requires control of the area of the lip opening (Al)
and of both the location (Xc) and area (Ac) of a VT constriction—that
is, a place in the VT where the narrowing by the tongue toward the pal-
ate, velum, or pharyngeal wall defines relatively decoupled acoustic cav-
ities. In the phonetic tradition, the two parameters Xc and Ac define the
height and place of articulation of the vowel, and the parameter Al is a
correlate of rounding or labialization. Examining these aspects of the
three extreme vowels, the observed shapes are /i/ with a large back cav-
ity, a long narrow constriction by the tongue dorsum in the front of the
palate, and a small flared opening at the lips (Fig. 2A, top); /a/ with a
short constriction low in the pharynx followed by a flared bell shape
(Fig. 2B, top); and /u/ with two large closed cavities of roughly equal
size, the back one closed by the tongue dorsum around the midpalate
and the front one closed at the lips by protrusion with very tight
rounding (Fig. 2C, top). Note also that the sensitivity of the three pa-
rameters differs across vowels: For /i/, Al can vary as long as the lips are
somewhat open, whereas Xc, the constriction location, must be very
precise; for /a/, Al is similarly variable, but the ratio of Al/Ac is impor-
tant for F1 (106); and for /u/, both the lip opening and the constriction
must be very small, while the constriction location can vary through
the middle of the VT (107, 108). In LDT’s founding publications,
Lieberman’s VT simulations (9, 10) apparently did not attain the small,
accurate constrictions necessary in the high sensitivity areas of /i u/ or
the Al/Ac ratio for /a/.

The classic four-tube model of Fant (97) used the component tubes
to represent not the anatomical cavities per se (pharynx and oral cavity)
but the acoustic cavities characterized by the tongue constriction and
the lip opening. In his representation, the tubes representing the lip
opening and the constriction are of fixed length, with variable areas rep-
resenting Al and Ac. The constriction scrolls through the model as a
whole, so the model does allow both a constriction at the lips and an
internal constriction whose placement is flexible and can be directed
from /a/, through /u/, to /i/. It thus instantiates the control parameters
of Fant’s source-filter theory, as Fant demonstrates with spectra and F1-
F5 frequencies for a range of (Xc, Ac, Al) values.

Crucially, the acoustic cavities do not correspond directly to the oral
and pharyngeal anatomical cavities, nor is there any need or use for a 1:1
Boë et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3916 11 December 2019
SVTh/SVTv relationship. Instead, the acoustic cavities are defined by
jaw opening, tongue shape, and the lip pavilion shape. This erroneous
presupposition of equivalence between anatomic (oral and pharyngeal)
and acoustic (front and back) cavities is the core flaw of LDT and can be
traced to its founding publications.
Maximal acoustic space
Our team contributed an important methodological advance by
formalizing the idea of the “maximal acoustic space” (MAS) of a
given tube model. The MAS consists of the exhaustive exploration of
the range of (F1, F2)—and possibly (F1, F2, F3)—values attainable
by the model. For this purpose, we used an n-tube model (29)
incorporating, but more general than, the four-tube model introduced
by Fant (97) and determined the MAS in the following way. We
set a fixed overall model length l (e.g., the 17.5 cm typical of the
VT of an adult male human) and a plausible Ac range for vowel
production (i.e., a minimum large enough to avoid consonantal tur-
bulence effects and a maximum small enough to be articulatorily rea-
listic). We divided the tube into the required n component tubes, set
areas for each component tube, and calculated the acoustic transfer
function to extract F1 and F2 values. Each such model will have
n − 1 degrees of freedom for the locations of the tube’s divisions
and n degrees of freedom for the areas the tube, for a total of 2n − 1
degrees of freedom. Applying a Monte Carlo method, we randomly
generated a large number of values for these variables (typically
500,000 sets, for high precision along borders) and thus determined
the full extent of the F1-F2 space available to the model specified,
i.e., a model of that length with that number of component tubes.

With this technique, we showed that all n-tube models when n≥ 4
cover the same area in the F1-F2 space and hence correspond to the
same MAS. We also showed that the set of possible (F1, F2) values
corresponds to the classical vowel triangle with the uniform tube at
the center and /i a u/ at the corners. This shows that it suffices to be able
to produce a constriction anywhere inside the tube plus one at the labial
end to ensure that the whole set of (F1, F2) values is reachable inside the
vowel triangle. This confirms that anatomical details per se—such as the
length of the pharyngeal region and the resulting SVTh/SVTv ratio—do
not restrict the articulation of any vocalizations inside the vowel trian-
gle: For a givenVTL, it suffices to exhaustively vary the three parameters
(Xc, Ac, and Al).

These results corroborate Fant’s choice of the four-tube model. Our
equivalent model (with n = 4) gives schematized area functions that
illuminate the relationships between the cavities and the formants
(see Fig. 3). VT configurations characteristic of the three corners of
the MAS show that there is no configuration capable of making these
point vowels other than those mentioned previously: for /a/, a discret-
ized horn shape with tube of increasing areas; for /i/, a small open front
cavity and a large closed back cavity configured as a Helmholtz resona-
tor (see Fig. 3 for explanation), where the palatal constriction serves as
its neck; and for /u/, two closed cavities as Helmholtz resonators with
the necks (the constrictions) enclosing approximately equivalent vol-
umes by positioning the tongue near the uvula and closing the lips.
The uniform tube corresponds to the schwa, /ə/, around the center of
the F1-F2 vowel triangle. Crucially, all vowels of the world’s languages
can be displayed and positioned precisely inside the MAS, as shown in
Fig. 3.

The finding that theMAS forms a triangle with /i a u/ at the extrema
constitutes evidence that it is not, as LDT claimed, a particular anatom-
ical configuration (specifically, a lowered larynx enlarging the pharynx
or a 1:1 SVTh/SVTv ratio) that permits articulation of these three
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vowels, which are nearly universal in human languages. Rather, the in-
trinsic properties of tube acoustics are exploited via talkers’ articulatory
control to generate the acoustic triangle and thus furnish themaximum
potential for vowel differentiation. That is, knowing only a VT’s length
(and nothing about its anatomy), one can calculate its MAS, locate a
given production therein, and determine its phonetic value and its sym-
Boë et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3916 11 December 2019
bol in the IPA. With appropriately sampled vocalizations (e.g., from a
given species), such analysis can show whether the vocalizations cover
the MAS and exploit its full potential for contrast. The MAS can thus
serve (as we will see below for nonhuman primates) to compare vocalic
qualities produced by VTs of differing lengths. For instance, using the
data from Peterson and Barney (12) (data publicly available in Praat),
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we observe that the dispersion ellipses for American English vowels ut-
tered by men, women, and children are well dispersed and cover their
representative MASs reasonably well for VTLs of 17, 15, and 12.5 cm,
respectively (Fig. 4).

Despite its simplicity (for instance, its lack of distinction of SVTh
and SVTv), the MAS generates the entire F1-F2 vowel space possible
for a VT of a given fixed length. However, because it also generates
forms impossible for the tongue to articulate, it does not allow “inver-
sion” fromacoustic (F1, F2) values to retrieve exclusively realistic articu-
lations, as when analyzing recorded vocalizations. To do so, we
introduce in the next section a different kind of model incorporating
anthropomorphic constraints.

Anthropomorphic articulatory modeling
Expanding on the work of Lindblom and Sundberg (109) and
Harshman et al. (110), Maeda (111) improved the articulatory
modeling of the VT using a principal components analysis of the
variability of a number (typically 30) of sagittal sections (Fig. 5A) typ-
ically obtained by cineradiography (112) of a native talker pro-
nouncing a representative French corpus. (Note that French includes
the three extreme vowels, /i a u/, that are reference points for the
IPA.) His analysis reduced the partially correlated sagittal view contour
points to a set of linearly uncorrelated control parameters closely
related to known articulatory variables (e.g., jaw, lips, tongue, and
larynx), which then drive the model as command parameters control-
ling, e.g., vertical larynx position, tongue position, jaw position, and lip
opening. ForMaeda’smodel, the seven control parameters account for
Boë et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3916 11 December 2019
70 to 90% of the observed variation in vowel productions (Fig. 5B)
(111, 113).

This model naturally suggests a mapping between the model’s con-
trol parameters and the in vivo articulators, whichwas later investigated
for tongue muscle activity through electromyography by Maeda and
Honda (114). Confirmation comes from further studies both by
electromyography (115, 116) and biomechanics (117), which also
showed that there existed a simple mapping between activity of
the tongue muscles (hyoglossus, anterior and posterior genioglossus,
and styloglossus), the tongue parameters of the model, and the F1-F2
pattern.

The anthropomorphism ofMaeda’smodel allowed it to generate the
F1-F2 maximum vowel space (MVS) (118, 119). The MVS’s range is
explored by applying the Monte Carlo method to the seven control
parameters (similar to our development of the MAS, discussed above)
and then synthesizing and plotting the resulting vowels. The evident
similarity of theMVS and theMAS (see Fig. 6 and “Tubes, cavities, con-
strictions, and acoustic resonances” section) shows that the anatomical-
ly realistic VT of Maeda’s model and in vivo VTs of live humans have
the same acoustic potential as the n-tube models used to develop the
MAS, and both theMAS and theMVS can generate the full F1-F2 vowel
space. Furthermore, Fig. 6 also shows that the MVS is compatible with
formant values obtained from a large set of human vocalizations for
adult male speakers of eleven languages: Chinese, Dutch, American
English, French, German, Japanese, Indian Malay, Brazilian and
European Portuguese, Sardinian, and Swedish. However, crucially,
Maeda’s model generates only anatomically realistic articulations. In
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Fig. 3. Four-tube MAS, main IPA vowels, and schematic /i a u/ configurations. The MAS was set at l = 17.5 cm. In the vowel configuration schemas, the dots show
the key points of the VT constriction (for Xc and Ac) and the lip opening (Al). A Helmholtz resonator consists of a body of volume V that is extended by a neck of length
L and of area A. Because the frequency of a Helmholtz resonator is proportional to

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A=ðLVÞp

, the smaller and longer the neck, and/or the larger the volume, the lower
the resonance. The single Helmholtz resonator of /i/ gives it its low F1, and the pair of Helmholtz resonators in /u/ make both F1 and F2 low. Note that the orientation of
the F1 and F2 axes in the MAS is standard in speech research to match the preexisting conventional orientation of the vowel triangle in the IPA, defined by tongue
position of a speaker facing left. Note also the color scheme of the IPA vowels, which is used here and below for convenience.
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er 11, 2019
Fig. 5. Anthropomorphic articulatorymodel. (A)Measurement of theVT in the sagittal sectionwith an analysis grid to sample the VT area in (typically) 30 planes transecting the VT.
(B) Articulatory command parameters extracted using a principal components analysis of the sagittal section data. These parameters are interpretable with regard to the articulators: for
the lips, (1) openingheight and (2) protrusion; for the jaw, (3) theopening; for the tongue, themovements of (4) thedorsum, (5) thebody, and (6) theapex; and for the larynx, (7) its height.
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a sense, it filters out the unrealistic articulations allowed within the
MAS, and it has therefore been used, as n-tube models cannot,
for inversion, to derive accurate articulatory configurations from
vowels recorded in vivo (see Fig. 6, bottom).
Boë et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3916 11 December 2019
VT growth and acoustic normalization
The anthropomorphic model introduced above (111) deals with adult
anatomy and articulation, but VT growth is, of course, crucial for
LDT. A number of studies have been done in this domain and led
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and tongue constriction position and area, Xc, and Ac. With this method, one can use formant values to generate plausible sagittal sections for all the vowels of the IPA.
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to modifications of the articulatory model for dealing with the VT
shape and size variations associated with ontogeny.

VT morphology depends on the bony structures of the head and
cervical vertebrae. These situate and anchor the jaw, teeth, and hard pal-
ate, beyond which the tract is bounded by soft structures (tongue, pha-
ryngeal walls, velum, and lips) with insertions into those bony
Boë et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3916 11 December 2019
structures. Over the course of ontogeny, the shape of the VT will there-
fore depend crucially on the growth of the skull and cervical vertebrae
and on the positioning of the hyoid bone from which the larynx hangs.
While modeling had previously been based principally on radiography
of adult VTs, Goldstein (26) took on the task of integrating a wide array
of anatomical data into an articulatory model of VT growth. From a
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Fig. 7. Human VT growth. (A) Schematic VT illustrating the three pertinent measures: SVTh and SVTv, and the dashedmedian line where VTL is measured. (B toD) SVTh (B),
SVTv (C), and VTL (D), from around birth to 25 years, females in red andmales in blue. Results from Barbier et al. (123, 124), asmeasured from four longitudinal databases, from
1month to adulthood, using images from the American Association of Orthodontists (68 subjects, 966 x-rays), plus 12 fetal images fromMontpellier University are shown.
The data are optimized by twodouble logistic functions to account for growth in two phases, frombirth to puberty and then frompuberty to adulthood (26, 184). Radiography did
not capture the male glottis beyond 15 years, so the function in that range (dotted line) is an estimate. (E) VTs generated by VLAM (cf. VT growth and acoustic normalization
section), from a human newborn through an adultmale, alongwith their correspondingMVSs, with the three point vowels /i a u/, plus schwa /Ə/. (F) Color-keyed boundaries of
the five MVSs from (E) normalized to 17.5 cm, the mean length for a male at 25 years, with the /i a u/ vowels normalized from: predictions from Goldstein’s model (26) for
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40 weeks (128) ooo, and infants at 66 weeks (127) (plus schwa /Ə/ for reference).
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database she assembled from data on the bony anatomy in published
medical literature based on radiography of the head and neck, she
selected 19 measurements (16 distances and 3 angles) showing the
changes in VT morphology from birth to adulthood for both sexes.
In particular, her data integrate the uneven growth rates of the two
key LDT parameters determining the VTL: the SVTh increase is small
and slowwhile the SVTv increase is large and rapid (Fig. 7, B andC). All
these data were fitted to age with simple or double logistic functions,
which have been extensively studied and applied to a wide range of
biological systems.

Elaborating on Mermelstein’s adult model (120), Goldstein (26)
used her rich dataset to develop a model of VT growth in the sagittal
section, giving as output both the VT’s area functions and the resulting
formant values. Through vowel simulations placed (after VTL normal-
ization) in the Peterson and Barney vowel space, she showed that as
of birth:

[T]he newborn is capable of producing /i/, /ɑ/, /u/, whereas the
estimates of Lieberman would indicate that it is not. (26)

In our laboratory, we developed the variable linear articulatory
model (VLAM) (27, 121, 122) to simulate VT growth from birth to
adulthood based on the data published by Goldstein. This model
uses a piecewise linear scaling to extend the anthropomorphic model
developed by Maeda (111), which provided the adult settings, with
scaling driven by age. VTL growth patterns were introduced via two
scaling factors—one for the anterior oral cavity and the other for the
posterior pharyngeal cavity—and an interpolation between them for
the intermediate zone. The key elements for the model are Goldstein’s
simple or double logistic functions for age, conversion coefficients to
pass from the sagittal section to the area function (98), and data from
Barbier et al. (123, 124) on VTL growth.

The MVSs simulated by VLAM at various ages (see Fig. 7E) show
that the acoustic space is larger—when measured in hertz—for infants
than for adults. This is a straightforward consequence of the fact that
formants vary as the inverse of VTL. For example, a newborn with a
VT half the length of an adult would potentially produce formants at
twice the adult frequencies. This, in turn, implies that VTL is an appro-
priate normalization factor for comparing two vowel spaces using their
formant frequencies as produced by VTs of different lengths [originally
proposed by Mol (125); observational validation by Lee et al. (87)]. To
do this, we simply normalize the formants (F) by taking account of the
respective VTLs, l1 and l2

Fℓ2 ¼ ðℓ1=ℓ2ÞFℓ1
Thus, to compare formant frequencies of the same vowels as

produced by VTs of different lengths, we take into account the inverse
relationship of the lengths of the two VTs. This normalization process
can be generalized to rescale whole F1-F2 vowel spaces, so that spaces,
rather than specific vowels, can be compared. Doing so, we find that
after normalization to a standard VTL, the potential MVSs for VTs
across the human life span, from birth to adulthood, are all the same
size (Fig. 7F).

Our model thus predicts that children are anatomically capable
of the same vowel space as adults, and this is confirmed by an
overwhelming amount of ground data collected on the vowel pro-
ductions of infants and children (122, 126–136). Notably, Kuhl
and Meltzoff (137) show that infants at 20 weeks produce con-
Boë et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3916 11 December 2019
trasting vowels when imitating adult /i a u/. Although the means
of the distributions show that the vowels are phonetically “reduced”
(i.e., closer to the schwa, /ə/, than the target to be imitated), their
most extreme productions are definitely outside the schwa range,
and for /a u/, they are (after normalization) within acceptable adult
ranges (Fig. 7F).

These studies show that infants and children achieve contrasting,
and even adult-like, productions starting well before developmental
LD, even while their pharyngeal cavity is less than half its adult length.
Responding to de Boer’s defense of LDT’s requirement of a lowered lar-
ynx based on an oversimplified model (138), we showed that the pres-
ence and action of the lips enable production of a normal F1-F2 space
even in case of a high larynx (139). Overall, it appears that, regardless of
the pharynx length, the size and shape of theMVS are quite stable from
birth to adulthood (29) and that normalization, as exemplified in Fig. 7,
is entirely justified. That is, articulatory modeling of the VT across hu-
man ontogeny shows that the vowel space is effectively equivalent
before, during, and after LD and thus that LD and SVTh/SVTv ratio
are irrelevant for the production of the full inventory of potential hu-
man vowel qualities.
UNIFORM TUBES CANNOT EXPLAIN PRIMATE VOCALIZATIONS:
THE ACOUSTIC CAPACITIES OF NONHUMAN PRIMATES
Despite the claim by the LDT that nonhuman primates are limited to
quasiuniformVT shapes and are thus incapable of modifying formants
to contrast vocalizations, an increasing number of studies have come to
differing conclusions. To show why, we must first explain the acoustics
of uniform tubes and how departures from that configuration can be
detected in nonhuman vocalizations. Then, we will show how a large
amount of convergent data demonstrate that nonhuman primates do
vary VT configurations and produce largely contrastive formant
patterns, distinct from those of a uniform tube.

Acoustics of the uniform tube
Uniform tube: The ultimate simplification of VT models
The uniform tube is a key element for analyzing vocalizations in LDT
(Fig. 8). A VT has variations of form along its length but can be config-
ured in speech to maintain a generally uniform cross-sectional area
from one end to the other, from the glottis to the lips. The uniform area
allows it to be modeled by an acoustically equivalent cylindrical tube of
the same length, closed at one end (the glottis) and open at the other
(the lips). This is termed a quarter-wave resonator. The characteris-
tics of such a model include that the formants are evenly spaced
throughout the spectrum. Like all formants, their frequencies are
proportional to the length of the tube, while the even spacing is di-
agnostic of a tube’s uniformity. For our purpose, this means that for
primates vocalizing through a uniform tube, those with longVTs will
have formants evenly and closely spaced, while those with short VTs
will have them evenly and distantly spaced. A further notable
characteristic of uniform tubes closed at one end and open at the
other is that the frequencies of higher formants are odd multiples
of F1 (F2 = 3F1, F3 = 5F1, …) (Fig. 8).

Regarding the mathematical details, it can be shown that in a
uniform tube closed at one end and open at the other, formant frequen-
cies are defined as

Fi ¼ ð2i� 1Þ c=l
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where Fi is the ith formant, i is an integer, c is the speed of sound (typ-
ically 350 m/s in the air), and l is the wavelength of the sound, which is
defined, for a uniform tube, as

l ¼ 4ℓ
Boë et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3916 11 December 2019
where l is the tube length (VTL for our purposes). To get F in kilohertz
while supplying l in centimeters, the formula works out to

FikHz ¼ ð2i� 1Þ � 35=ð4 � ℓcmÞ

Formant pattern of the uniform tube as a test
Riede et al. (88) were the first to test animal vocalizations (namely,
Diana monkey alarm calls) for compatibility with uniform tube
characteristics, specifically with F2 = 3F1. They used a speech sci-
ence approach to situate the calls by their formant patterns relative
to human vowels produced by children with a similar VTL [as
documented by (87)]. Riede and colleagues projected the formants
into F1-F2 space to see whether they fell along the F2 = 3F1 line
(Fig. 9). They showed that Diana monkey eagle alarm and leopard
alarm calls are not schwa-like but are similar to /a/ as pronounced
by 10- to 12-year-old children.

Note that the (F2 = 3F1) criterion is deceptive, as it underdetects
certain nonuniform VT configurations as uniform. The F2 = 3F1
line crosses the entire vowel triangle and thus necessarily crosses a
limited but important selection of nonuniform vowel configurations,
from /u/ at one extreme to /æ/ at the other. Because the formants of
baboon grunts fall along that line, but in the /u/ area, it is not surprising
that they were mistakenly ascribed to production by a uniform tube
[e.g., (42, 44)]. Ultimately, the F2 = 3F1 criterion is necessary, but not
sufficient, to detect a uniform tube. Information about the VTL is also
needed to normalize formant values and locate them in anMVS relative
to IPA vowels.

VTL estimation from formant patterns
As noted above, an estimate of VTL is crucial to represent vocalizations
in an F1-F2 acoustic space and label them relative to IPA vowels. Be-
cause the formants of a uniform tube are evenly spaced through the
B C

A

Fig. 8. Spectral properties of uniform tubes. (A) Acoustic transfer function of a
uniform tube where l = 17.5 cm. Its calculation incorporates effects (lip radiation, wall
losses, and viscosity) that slightly modify the theoretical formant values (0.5, 1.5, 2.5 kHz,
…) (97, 185). The human VT configured as a uniform tube produces the schwa vowel,
/Ə/. (B) Wave patterns in the uniform tube. The uniform tube models the VT as a
quarter-wave resonator closed at the glottis and open at the lips, so tube acoustics
generate formant values at frequencies defined by the odd multiples (1, 3, 5, 7,…)
of one quarter of a wavelength, l, equal to four times the length of the tube. The top
of this panel shows the volume velocity wave along the tube for all of the first three
formants. Below are the individual wave shapes for each of the first three formants,
plotted individually (14). (C) Formant values for pertinent lengths of uniform tubes.
This graph shows the formant values for uniform tubes with lengths across a range
of VTLs, calculated (in kHz) as Fi = 35(2i − 1)/4ℓ, with lines marked at VTL values
known for selected species noted in this paper. These are the formant values that
should be expected when a VT of that length is configured as a uniform tube.
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Fig. 9. F1-F2 MAS plane for men; dispersion ellipses for /u/, /æ/; and the
straight line F2 = 3F1 produced by a uniform tube varying across VTL values.
MAS set to VTL = 17.5 cm, data from Peterson and Barney (12). Points and means
correspond to the values for adult males of the formants of /u/ and /æ/ and to the
schwa-like /Ə/. This shows that unless the VTL is known, the F2 = 3F1 criterion is
insufficient for detecting the schwa-like productions of a uniform tube.
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frequency spectrum, the VTL can be found directly from any given
formant (Fi), using

ℓ ¼ ð2i� 1Þc=4Fi

where c is 350m/s, the speed of sound in humidVT air at 35°C (approx-
imating primate body—and VT—temperature). We therefore propose
that all VTL estimates from all formants using thismethod should agree
for the tube to be recognized as uniform with the same resulting l.
Otherwise, the tube is nonuniform, and some other method must be
found to estimate the VTL.

Using this test, we have detected various important discrepancies,
for instance, regarding baboon grunts observed by Rendall and col-
leagues (71). In a uniform tube, the estimations using the first four for-
mants (F1,…, F4) measured in males would imply VTLs ranging from
23.3 to 32.6 cm and 16.3 to 22.9 cm for females. These are seriously
disparate VTL values and entirely implausible for baboons, where we
have measured VTLs of 13.5 cm for males and 11 cm for females
(35). Similarly, Owren and colleagues found means of VTLs estimated
from the first four formants (F1,…, F4) varying from 15.9 to 19.7 cm.
These discrepancies intrigued the researchers, who noted:

[T]he derived lengths were significantly longer and shorter, re-
spectively, than expected (based on the mean overall estimate
[17.9 cm]). (44)

Note that in these examples, the VTL is frequently overestimated,
as it would be in human speech if calculated from the first formants
of /u/. For instance, the F1 and F2 means found by Peterson and
Barney for American English /u/ in adult males would, respectively,
imply VTLs of 29.2 and 30.3 cm, too long—absurdly so—for a VTL
often cited at 17.5 cm, but analyzed as 19.6 cm for /u/ (140). The
pertinent vocalizations, baboon grunts, do show /u/-like formant
patterns, as we will show below.

An estimate based on a single formant is necessarily imprecise,
considering the intrinsic uncertainty associated with formant estimation.
Hence, variousmethods have been proposed capitalizing on the previous
equation but adding statistical tools to make the evaluation more robust.

One method that has been proposed is

ℓ ¼ c=2Df

where Df is the mean of several successive intervals from F1 to Fn
(43), which reduces to

Df ¼ ðFn–F1Þ=ðn–1Þ

A second, more sophisticated and precise tool uses the slope Df of
the linear regression between the formant numbers (1, 2, 3 … n) and
their respective values to estimate formant spacing (141).

With n > 4, these two propositions have the advantage of mini-
mizing the importance of F1 and F2, the formants most influenced
by VT deviations from a uniform tube configuration, and they tend
to show that higher formants give good VTL estimates even for
nonuniform VTs. Expressed differently, the frequencies of higher
formants, regardless of the VT’s shape, tend to converge on those
of a uniform tube. If the higher formants are detectable, as is often
the case with primate vocalizations, these two methods are effective
for estimating VTL, even in the case of nonuniform tube configura-
Boë et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3916 11 December 2019
tions. In the following sections, we have relied on the second method
as potentially more robust.

LDT falsified in nonhuman primates
With this battery of principles and tools, we can now address the
existing acoustic data on primate vocalizations, and we can plan
and execute targeted experiments and discuss their implications for
the LDT.
Discrepancies detected
A number of papers in the past 15 years have led their authors to raise
doubts that their acoustic measurements of nonhuman primate vocali-
zations were compatible with the even formant spacing expected from a
A B

C D

Fig. 10. Formant patterns of vocalizations (red lines) diverging from those of
uniform tube (green lines). The green lines represent calculated estimates of the
expected formants from a uniform tube of the appropriate VTL, while the red lines
represent either values reported by the authors ormeans calculated from their figures,
adapted here for graphic purposes. VTLs for (A) to (C) were estimated with the Reby
andMcCombmethod using five formants for (A) and (B) and six for (C). VTL for (D) was
measured from x-rays. (A) Double grunt of Gorilla gorilla beringei [Fig. 1 of (41)];
VTL = 16.4 cm. F1 is much too low for a uniform tube. (B) Grunt of Papio hamadryas
adult female [Fig. 2 of (102)]; VTL = 17.3 cm. F2 is much too low for a uniform tube.
(C) Roar of Eulemur mongoz [Fig. 1A of (186)] with initial formant transition; VTL =
10.7 cm. Final formant values are compatible with a uniform tube, but the variations
of F2, F3, and F4, while F1 stays stable, are not compatible with a uniform tube.
(D) Leopard alarm call of male Diana monkey [Fig. 2 of (88)]; VTL = 10 cm. As noted
by the authors themselves, neither the F2 values nor the (F1, F2) variations along
the trajectory are compatible with a uniform tube.
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uniform tube. The literature contains numerous remarks by primatol-
ogists confronted by formant patterns unexplained by LDT, such as:

Formany years, it has been the default assumption thatmamma-
lian vocal tracts, including those of non-human primates, resem-
ble a uniform or flared tube during vocalization (Lieberman,
1968; Lieberman et al., 1969; Shipley et al., 1991). In a uniform
cylindrical vocal tract the resonance frequencies are expected to
appear as odd numbered multiples of the first resonance, and all
resonances are evenly spaced. … More recently, various studies
challenged this view, by suggesting that some animal vocalisations
are the product of non-uniform vocal tracts (e.g., Owren et al.,
1997). For example, we have previously demonstrated that the lo-
cation of the first (F1) and second (F2) formant in Diana monkey
alarm calls cannot be explained by a uniform vocal tract butmust
be the result of a more complex vocal tract geometry. (88)

We show in Fig. 10 a selection of spectrograms with distinctly ir-
regular formant spacing, which thus indicate a departure from the
schwa-like acoustics resulting from a VT shaped like a uniform tube.
Figure 10 (C and D) also shows modification of the VT configuration
over the course of the vocalization. Riede et al. (88) suggest that “the
acoustic structure of these calls is the product of a non-uniform vocal
tract capable of some degree of articulation”. Pisanski and colleagues
(5) “suggest that this may represent a living relic of early vocal control
abilities that led to articulated human speech”.
Two focused experiments, two explicit refutations
Two articles appearing 3 weeks apart (35, 142) ultimately proved the
LDT untenable. In the first article, Fitch et al. showed that the macaque
VT attained articulatory configurations distinctly different from a
uniform tube during vocalization and also during feeding and facial ex-
pressions. The authors conclude:

We demonstrate that the macaque vocal tract could easily pro-
duce an adequate range of speech sounds to support spoken
language, showing that previous techniques [Lieberman, Klatt,
Wilson, 1969] based on postmortem samples drastically under-
estimated primate vocal capabilities. Our findings imply that the
evolution of human speech capabilities required neural changes
rather than modifications of vocal anatomy. Macaques have a
speech-ready vocal tract but lack a speech-ready brain to control
it. (142)

One of the authors later states that:

Nownobody can say that it’s something about the vocal anatomy
that keeps monkeys from being able to speak. [Ghazanfar in
(143)]

After years of sometimes harsh debate, duringwhich they essentially
reversed their position (138, 144, 145), they finally converge on what
they term the neural hypothesis, a conclusion advanced by Boë over a
decade earlier based on simulations of a VT with a small pharynx:

Endowed with a small pharyngeal cavity, monkeys exhibit the
same vocal tract configuration as newly-born infants, but if they
do not produce vowels, it is not due to this resemblance. ... No, if
monkeys do not talk, according to present evidence, this is due to
a lack of appropriate cortical equipment. (27)
Boë et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3916 11 December 2019
For their part, Boë and colleagues show (35) that baboons [Papio
papio (146)] naturally produce vowel-like sounds sharing the (F1,
F2) formant structure of the human [ɨ æ ɑ ɔ u] vowels, including
the proto-bisyllabic call wahoo, and that those vocalic qualities are
organized in a proto-system similar to that of humans:

Our findings therefore reveal a loose parallel between human
vowels and baboonVLSs [Vowel Like Segments] by demonstrat-
ing that both have a phonetic inventory of vocalic qualities dif-
ferentiated by formant structure and that these structures are
characteristic properties of vocalizations produced in distinct so-
cial contexts or for different functions. From an evolutionary
standpoint, demonstration of a two [articulatory] axis vocalic
proto-system in baboons suggests that the human vocalic system
did not emerge de novo but originates from articulatory capa-
cities already present in our common ancestors. (35)

After earlier challenges to LDT for children and Neanderthals, these
two articles bring the challenge to the realm of nonhuman primates
using two complementary approaches. Fitch and colleagues used med-
ical imagery techniques to directly determine VTL and VT configura-
tions, then articulatory-acousticmodeling to estimate the formants for
amale rhesusmacaque, and finally generated an example of hypothet-
ical macaque articulatory capacities by dynamic synthesis of a whis-
pered sentence. Boë and colleagues submitted more than a thousand
naturally produced baboon vocalizations [recorded and ethologically
documented from a research baboon troop in semi-liberty (59)] to LPC
analysis for measurement and assignment to five phonetic categories
corresponding to five ethological situations. They added an anatomical
study to measure the VTL and document the tongue musculature re-
cruited to produce the vocalizations. With the VTL normalized and a
corresponding MAS generated, the superimposition of the Peterson
and Barney vowels allowed them to categorize the baboon vocalizations
as using five separate proto-vowels. In Fig. 11, we present a MAS with
dispersion ellipses for selected Peterson and Barney vowels (from child
talkers) for comparisonwith (i) themacaque findings of Lieberman et al.
(10) and Fitch et al. (142) and (ii) our own 2017 findings concerning
baboons. Unlike Lieberman et al., both Fitch et al. and Boë et al. found
articulations well beyond the schwa-like uniform tube configuration.

Note the enlargement of the acoustic space found for vocalizations
over the three studies, which may be explicable by the different
conditions of data collection for each study. Lieberman and colleagues
used molds of a postmortem VT, which fixes the articulatory config-
uration and makes it difficult to challenge any extrapolations from
the VT’s form. Fitch et al. used x-ray video of live animals, but any
radioimaging setup is necessarily constraining, and both the sur-
roundings and the absence of companion troop members must leave
the subject in an ethologically unnatural situation. The vocalizations
used in the Boë et al. study were produced spontaneously by a troop
of baboons living mainly outdoors in semi-liberty under near-natural
conditions. Apparently, the more natural the data collected, the larger
the acoustic space covered.

These two studies are functional replications of foundational LDT
studies, Fitch et al. of (10) and Boë et al. of (8). Their findings constitute
strong and probably definitive arguments for the refutation of the LDT.

Diamonds in the coal: New findings from vintage data
From pertinent publications, we have selected data regarding various
nonhuman primate vocalizations showing irregularly spaced formant
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patterns impossible to produce with the uniformVT corresponding to
schwa. We noted the published formant values and determined the
associated VTLs, either measured by the authors using radiography
or MRI or estimated by us from those measured formants using Reby
and McComb’s procedure (141). We then generated adjusted formant
values, through normalization to a standard VTwith a VTL of 11.4 cm,
using our previously elaborated procedure (see 3.4.2 above). In Fig. 12,
we have projected the normalized formant data into the corresponding
F1-F2 space of the MAS, along with dispersion ellipses for selected
vowels from Peterson and Barney’s data for children’s vowels (12).

Note that all utterances are situated inside the normalized MAS,
which confirms the validity of this method. From these results, we
can make several observations. First, we note that the selected vocali-
zations are not the schwa-like productions expected from a VT con-
figured as a uniform tube but are instead dispersed in a large part of
the MAS and show the various distinct formant patterns appropriate
to /ɨ I æ o ʊ u/ vowel qualities. Second, there are no occurrences of the
/ɑ/ quality that we had found in the baboon yak, although some vo-
calizations’ formants place them between /æ/ and /ɑ/, in /a/ territory
(as in French). Third, there are occurrences of /I/, immediate neighbor
to the high front /i/ vowel quality, that had not previously been recog-
nized in the literature as a vocalization from a living nonhuman pri-
mate. Fourth, while not our focus in this paper, we note that these
different vowel qualities are produced by species whose hyoid bones
are not shaped like human hyoids (e.g., baboons and macaques),
strongly implying [contra, e.g., (147)] that hyoid shape is irrelevant
for speech emergence.

Last, we conclude from this preponderance of appropriately VTL-
normalized evidence that multiple primate species, from gorillas,
through certain Old World monkeys, to even lemurs, produce non-
schwa vowel qualities through their VT’s deviations from a uniform
tube configuration. We further conclude that these counterexamples
refute the core claims of LDT: that pre-AMHS hominids can only
Boë et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3916 11 December 2019
produce schwa-like vowels, while AMHS adults alone can articulate
the full array of vowels because of their descended larynx and large
pharynx and the resulting 1:1 SVTh/SVTv ratio.
LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE LD CONTROVERSY
The LDT claimed that production of differentiated vowel qualities was
anatomically impossible except in AMHS adults. Since its formulation
and diffusion beginning in the 1970s, a hypothesis has arisen [e.g., see
(3)] that the emergence of speech and language was recent, sudden,
and simultaneous: recent because contrasting vowels (and hence pho-
nology) only became possible inAMHS [whose emergencewas recently
pushed back from~200 to ~300 ka ago; (148)]; sudden because 300 ka is
extremely short on an evolutionary time scale; and simultaneous because
both speech and language would need that short period to develop.

Three major facts emerge from our review of ground-truth data in
light of articulatory-acoustic models and the use of the modern tools
from speech. First, even among primates, LD is not uniquely human.
Second, LD is not required to produce contrasting formant patterns in
vocalizations. Third, nonhuman primates do produce vocalizations
with contrasting formant patterns. Thus, the evidence is now over-
whelming, from arguments based on both observations and modeling,
that the LDT is no longer tenable. The larynx did descend in phylog-
eny (and still does in ontogeny), but the descent was neither necessary
nor sufficient for the emergence of speech from primate vocalization.
We find that the anatomical potential to produce and perceive sounds
differentiated by their formants began at the latest by the time of our
last common ancestor with Old World monkeys (Cercopithecoidea)
about 27 Ma ago. That element of speech, at least, would have been
available beginning then as the channel for communication by lan-
guage during its emergence at any later time.

LDT was the most broadly disseminated and, to the best of our
knowledge, the only broadly accepted claim to establish a time frame of
♂ • Grunt,	coo				 • Eating									

• Facial	expression:	yawn,	lip	smack	

♂ •	 • ♀ • • Bark	

Wa- • -Hoo Copulation				• Yak

Fig. 11. Phonetic qualities of macaque and baboon articulations within the MAS. (Left) Macaque vowel spaces, according to Lieberman et al. (10) (white line) and
according to Fitch et al. (142) with the convex hull (black line) enclosing data from vocalizations, facial expressions, and eating. (Right) Vocalizations from Boë et al. (35)
with the convex hull (black line) enclosing data from vocalizations. For both sides, all the data were either obtained from or normalized to a reference VT of 11.4 cm [the
VTL of the macaque in (142)] and presented along with the dispersion ellipses (color-coded as in Fig. 3) for Peterson and Barney’s data for children (12), also normalized
to a VTL of 11.4 cm.
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the emergence of speech and language based on anatomical evidence.
Wehave used the comparativemethod to show, using our owndata and
reanalyzed data fromothers, that a key element of human speech, con-
trasting vowel qualities, was available to our ancestor species at least
100 times earlier than previously theorized under LDT.

Of course, many other elements have been addressed in the lively
discussions about the emergence of speech and spoken language, includ-
ing such topics as cranial anatomy of premodern humans (149, 150),
auditory sensitivity changes (151), risk of choking (152), laryngeal mo-
tor control (153, 154), and functional neuroanatomy (155, 156) [see a
recent review of some of these topics in (157)]. The broader problem
of the origin of language per se engages a further, more abstract set of
topics, involving the biological, cognitive, and social conditions of
language emergence [e.g., see the special issue introduced by (158)].
We intentionally declined to engage with these topics because, as we
stated in Introduction, the ability to produce contrasting vowels is a
foundational concern for the evolution of speech and spoken language,
Boë et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3916 11 December 2019
and ultimately of language in general, since the development of other
aspects of speech (e.g., consonants, syllables, speech perception, and
phonology), and thereby of a spoken lexicon available for syntactic
manipulation, depends at a minimum on prior mastery of the articula-
tory ability to transmit those contrasting vowels. Our finding that that
ability must have arisen so much earlier in the primate line casts a new
light on several other lines of evidence and argumentation.

Specifically, the idea of recent, sudden, and simultaneous emerging
of speech and language is no longer plausible. The dawn of speech in
the form of contrasting vowel sounds is not recent, but early. The full
process of speech emergence was therefore not sudden but extended,
probably occurring in stages about which we can now begin to the-
orize. The final developments of this long process doubtless coin-
cided with the emergence of language, but conceiving that much
shorter process as simultaneous with speech emergence as a whole
is no longer warranted.

Thus, we believe that the present refutation of the LDT should have a
profound and liberating effect on our understanding of human evolu-
tion because, without the time limit imposed by LD, a variety of other
hypotheses about language emergence can now be entertained. While
speech had been thought of as enabling communication of already de-
veloped linguistic cognition, should it now be thought of as an early
driver of linguistic cognitive development? For instance, gestural the-
ories of language origin (33, 159) attracted increased support, in part,
for allowing a longer window for language phylogeny from observed
primate gesture, so should we suddenly abandon those theories and
search for language phylogeny solely in observed calls, or should we in-
vestigate more broadly for communication by gesture and vocalization
combined? In light of demonstrations that nonhuman primates can
modify their VT shapes to differentiate vocalic qualities, should this
be understood as exaptation of structures dedicated to breathing, chew-
ing, and swallowing, and does this strengthen the “frame and content
theory” argument (160, 161) that syllabic and phonological structure
arose by exaptation of control of those same processes? The dawn
of syntax had been sought in some triggering neurocognitive event
(3, 162) contemporaneous with LD in AMHS, so should it now be
imagined as a slower, more intricate exaptation of prior cognitive facul-
ties common to primates? Other similar lines of reasoning, formerly
understood as too “early” to apply to speech and language because they
concern behavior of living primates,must also be reevaluated as possibly
less premature: turn-taking (163, 164), laryngeal control (5, 165), audi-
ence effects (166, 167), and cultural transmission (168–170).

A good deal more comparative work with living primates is
called for. We eagerly await exploratory reports from these newly
reopened vistas.
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